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User’s Manual of 
HIGHNESSTECH
 Interactive Whiteboard

        Thank you for being our users. It is our great

honor that you have purchased our Interactive

Whiteboard. This user’s manual is enclosed with

this machine, hoping that you can read it carefully to

help you to use this machine better.

This user’s manual is designed to be simple,

comprehensive and easy to understand, which iscomprehensive and easy to understand, which is

suitable for self-learning by all. This manual is

intended to make you understand installation

procedures, basic operation, safety cautions and

simple troubleshooting.

 Introduction to the Product

 The Interactive Whiteboard is a technological product integrating with television, computer 

and infrared touch screen, which has been widely used for information query, daily office, 

teaching and training, meeting presentation, remote teaching, etc. It applies to various 

industries and places like school, government, finance, security, insurance, telecom and mobile

communication, industry and commerce, taxation, hospital, aviation, tourism, library, hotel

 and so on. and so on.

Tip, note and warning

Tip: It is the key information provided for better use of the Interactive Whiteboard.

Note: It may be given to notify you possible damage to the hardware or data loss,

 and to inform youhow to avoid such problems.

Warning: It indicates possible damage to property and personal safety.
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For your safe usage and prevention against machine damage, please read the following safety cautions

carefully.

About Installation and Handling

1. Do not place this product in a damp place (such as bathroom); otherwise it may have the risk of

electric shock.

2. Place the packaging bag beyond the reach of children; otherwise it may have the risk of asphyxia.

3. Do not place this product on a slope or place which may have potential vibration, or avoid using this3. Do not place this product on a slope or place which may have potential vibration, or avoid using this

product on the similar place for a long time; otherwise, it may cause failure or damage to the product.

4. Be sure to be careful while handling and installing it. It may cause personal injury due to fragile

decorative glass of the front shell. In case that such glass is broken in the course of using, do not

handle it by yourself but contact a professional timely.

About Using

1. In the case of thunderstorm, please unplug the power plug, cable television plug or network cable in

order to avoid causing damage to the television or computer. Do not touch antenna in-lead by allorder to avoid causing damage to the television or computer. Do not touch antenna in-lead by all

means.

2. In case of not using this product for a long term, ensure to grasp the power plug and unplug it.

3. In the case of abnormal noise or odor or sound without image, please turn off the power and unplug

it immediately before contacting a professional.

4. Please do not make any objects pressuring the power cable or signal cable.

5. Ensure no overload to the power socket and make sure that the socket used is the qualified product

with the national safety certification.with the national safety certification.

6. Keep the product away from any heat source.

7. Please do not apply any force to the liquid crystal display which is too fine and fragile.

8. Please do not try to disassemble any parts of the product by yourself, which may cause damage to

the product or people and invalidate your product warranty right.

9. Please do not cover or block the heat emission hole at the rear in order not to prevent heat emission.

10. Please do not make a sharp object or metal going into the heat emission hole or contacting the

signal port in order to avoid short circuit or product damage.signal port in order to avoid short circuit or product damage.

Safety Instructions

1. While installing and operating this product, please refer to the safety cautions herein.

2. This product can only be used together with the device as specified in the product’s technical

specification.

3. In case of any burning smell or smoking found while using it, please power off immediately. Prior to

reusing this product, it is advised to ask a professional to check it
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Please refer to the following product and accessories list to check the following accessories.

Note: As for the accompanied components, please refer to the packing list enclosed with your

machine.

1. Host

2. User’s Manual

3. Whiteboard pen

4. Whiteboard pointer4. Whiteboard pointer

5. Power cord

6. VGA connecting cable

7. 2 USB cables

8. Audio connecting cable

9. Warranty card

10. Certificate

Note: The pictures are only for reference and in some cases, the appearance of the actual Note: The pictures are only for reference and in some cases, the appearance of the actual 

product may differ from the product in the picture.
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Front View

1. 220V AC master switch for the whole machine.

2. Left horn

3. OPS computer box mains switch used for turn on the computer (precondition: OPS computer 

box has been correctly installed on the machine)

4. Three signal indicators of OPS computer box, from top to bottom: wireless signal indicator,

 hardware signal indicator and power signal indicator

5. RS232 serial communication interface5. RS232 serial communication interface

6. 4 standard USB 2.0 interfaces of OPS computer box, downward compatibility with USB1.0

 Front USB interface has greatly improved connection to the keyboard, mouse, U disk and so on

7. Microphone interface used for connecting the microphone device

8. Audio output interface used for connecting the headset or any other audio output device

9. Television controlling and adjusting buttons, from left to right: MENU, SOURCE, V -, V +, P-,

 P +, TV Power

10. Remote control receiving window for receiving the infrared, which can improve sensitivity10. Remote control receiving window for receiving the infrared, which can improve sensitivity

 if the remote controller is directed at it

11. Right horn
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Right View                                                             Left View

1. WiFi network receiving and sending antenna

2. 19V adapter interface: while OPS computer box is used independently, this interface can be used for

supplying power

3. OPS computer box power-on button having the same function with the front panel

4. Rj45 wired network interface

5. USB interface of OPS computer box

6. Audio output interface6. Audio output interface

7. Microphone interface

8. HDMI output interface which can be connected to other display with HDMI input interface

9. Touch interface, using the connecting cable to make the touch frame available for the external PC

(note: in case that the touch frame is available to the external PC, turn off OPS computer box;

otherwise it may cause conflict and make touch unavailable.)

10. TV USB interface corresponding to “multimedia” in the signal source, which can be connected with

USB flash disk to play video, music and picture.USB flash disk to play video, music and picture.

11. HDMI input interface corresponding to “HDMI 3” in the signal source, which can be connected to the

device with HDMI output such as the notebook computer.

12. Component signal input interface corresponding to “component 1” in the signal source, which can

be connected to the device with component output such as DVD.

13. VGA signal input interface corresponding to “computer” in the signal source, which can be

connected to the device with VGA output such as the notebook computer.
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Upward View

Top View

1. 220V AC power cord interface

2. HDMI input interface corresponding to “HDMI 2” in the signal source, which can be connected to

 the device with HDMI output such as the notebook computer.

3. HDMI input interface corresponding to “HDMI 1” in the signal source, which can be connected to

 the device with HDMI output such as the notebook computer.

4. TV USB interface corresponding to “multimedia” in the signal source, which can be connected 

with USB flash disk to play video, music and picture.with USB flash disk to play video, music and picture.

5. SPDIF digital audio output interface

6. Audio output interface which can be connected to the headset.

7. RF (radio frequency) cable TV signal input interface corresponding to “TV” in the signal source.

8. AV signal input three-in-one interface corresponding to “video 2” in the signal source, which can

 be connected to the device with AV output such as DVD.

9. Component signal input three-in-one interface corresponding to “component 2” in the signal 

source,which can be connected to the device with component output such as DVD.source,which can be connected to the device with component output such as DVD.

10. Audio left and right sound channels input interface matching AV input signal and component signal

11. AV signal input interface corresponding to “video 1” in the signal source, which can be connected

 to the device with AV output such as DVD.

12. Audio input interface matching VGA signal to make audio output

13. Standard USB 2.0 interface of OPS computer box, downward compatibility with USB 1.0; this

interface is on the top of the machine and designed specially for USB camera, which can also be

connected to the keyboard, mouse, USB flash disk and so on.connected to the keyboard, mouse, USB flash disk and so on.
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Rear View

PCI interface of OPS computer box is enabling OPS box inserted into the machine and fixed by two

screws (note: there are the slots at two sides of the machine as shown above. With the white PCI

interface slot (as shown in the above figure) inserted into OPS computer box, the box can work

normally; please ensure correct inserting.)

Note:

1. The layout and direction of interfaces of different models may be different from those as shown 

in the figure but it will not affect your normal installation and using.in the figure but it will not affect your normal installation and using.

2. Connect the power cable finally.

3. During the course of installation and daily using, please do not press LCD screen and surrounding

frames.

4. In some cases, the appearance of the actual product may differ from the product in the picture. It 

is subject to change without prior notice.
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1. Installation and operation system (for the model with pre-install operation system only)

If the product that you have purchased is with pre-install operation system, your computer is

 the one with the operation system and driver preinstalled by our company.

2. In the case that your computer has not been installed with the operation system, you are 

required to install it by yourself as follows: Format your hardware and then install the system 

through the system installation disk available.

3. The pre-install operation system has been equipped with the touch driver and backed up in3. The pre-install operation system has been equipped with the touch driver and backed up in

 the root directory of Disk C (with calibration tool). Double click desktop shortcut and click

 “calibration”.

4. Select and install the software related to electronic whiteboard (refer to the software

 instruction for details) as per the customer’s requirement.
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Turn on the Interactive Whiteboard

1. Connect the 220V power cord to supply hub of the machine.

2. Press the power switch to power on.

3. Press “standby” button to open TV; after the image appears, adjust SOURCE to “internal PC”

 status.

4. Press “standby” button of PC to start OPS computer box.

Turn off the Interactive WhiteboardTurn off the Interactive Whiteboard

1. Click “turn off the computer” button in the start menu to turn off the computer.

2. In case that the system error causes impossibility in turning off the computer, press computer’s

power button (for at least 4 seconds) to close OPS computer box.

However, it may damage the system; therefore, while restarting, the disk check program may be

 started to check or correct the disk error.

3. After OPS computer box is off, the display will be in energy-saving status for some time, or you can

directly press the power master switch to close the main power.directly press the power master switch to close the main power.

1. Insert the keyboard and mouse directly to the corresponding USB interfaces of the computer.

2. The system will detect USB products and install the driver automatically. Upon completing

 installation, users are prompted to use the device.

Note: This machine is not equipped with the keyboard and mouse and users may prepare 

according to their own needs.
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